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(The second edition, the eighth chapter, ‗Sri Satprem‘ of the book ‘The 

Mother’s Manifestation’ is offered at the lotus Feet of The Mother and Sri 

Aurobindo on occasion of Her 142
nd

 birth anniversary, 21.02.2020.)  

 

 

 

 

 

The Editor‘s Note 
  

The principal Teaching, The Synthesis of Yoga, insists liberated Souls to 

serve humanity by becoming impersonal ‗Divine Centre‘
5
 of the world. Each 

member/inmate of the ideal Divine Centre is linked inwardly only with the Divine 

who is firstly Impersonal, secondly Personal and thirdly Transcendent (This 

chemistry for developing Soul is little altered for developed Soul where Divine is 

primarily personal dual embodiment of the Divine, secondarily Impersonal Divine 

pursued through Jnana Yoga and lastly transcendent of the both.) and outwardly 

only with its Soul Centre. It may be noted that the former and the latter condition 

are complementary to each other and without realising former condition it is 
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difficult to realise the latter. Or the collectivity, the multiple liberating Souls, the 

spoke, the radiating bar is rightly and strongly connected to the wheel, the Divine 

Centre and its nave, the Central representative, the individual liberated Soul 

centre
13

 consciously governed by the Infinite, whose Spiritual evolution in an 

unchanged environmental existence is intensified to experience the double 

movement of Divine union through ascent of Soul and transformation of nature 

through descent of Shakti. The circle without circumference or the wheel with 

limitless circumference is identified as the all-inclusive Divine who is having 

strong subtle link with the wheel, the nave and the spoke. An ideal and strong 

Divine centre is practicable if the collectivity, the Soul centre and the Divine are 

linked with each other from past births and the present birth is a continuation of 

the unfinished Mission and half done work. Its sole objective is to become a 

bridge through which the opulence and splendour of eternally unmanifest world 

will invade into earthly manifestation of recalcitrant, dark, sorrowful and ignorant 

material world.  

 

Again the swift Spiritual evolution of earth is dependent on the quantum of 

Spiritual energy descending to earth‘s atmosphere through its multiple Soul 

centres. These energy centres through their invisible movement of Divine 

Consciousness known as inner aid, will generalise Spirituality into receptive 

humanity. They hold together the race, lokasamgraha, through their Spiritual 

influence, movement of Consciousness and Divine work; they can control the 

course of world events through reversal of Consciousness and canalise vast Truth-

Light for earth and men. They accumulate Spiritual energy, keep firm faith in the 

Divine Grace and do not recoil from life during fiercest adverse pressure, worst 

stumbling and the most prolonged failure. 

 

Integral Yoga foresees the emergence of collective group with one liberated 

Soul at its centre, known as ‘Divine Centre,’
13

 or collective group with few or 

more than one liberated Soul, known as ‘Gnostic Centre’
14

 or Centre without 

Soul Centre/Central Representative, known as ‗priestless shrine‘
18

 where all are 

liberated souls, identified as ‗virgin bridals of the dawn‘
15

 symbolising purity of 

collective living or ‗citizens of that mother state‘
16

 symbolising selfless Spiritual 

fosterers. The action of the Divine Mother in a rare ‗Priestless shrine‘ will be 

persuasion of the Divine in isolation,
19

 alone,
20

 without the aid of collectivity
21

 and 

the flow of the Transcendent and Universal Divine Love will be further extended 

through ‗seven-fold personal Divine love.‘
4
  

 

OM TAT SAT 

References: 

  
4: ―Discipleship to God the Teacher, sonship to God the Father, tenderness of God 

the Mother, clasp of the hand of the divine Friend, laughter and sport with our 
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comrade and boy-Play-fellow, blissful servitude to God the Master, rapturous love 

of our divine Paramour, these are seven beatitudes of life in the human body. 

Canst thou unite all these in a single supreme and rainbow-hued relation? Then 

hast thou no need of any heaven and thou exceedest the emancipation of the 

Adwaitin.‖ SABCL/17/The Hour of God-137 (Above Aphorism hints that seven-

fold personal relation with the Divine in Psychic and Supramental plane of an 

integral Yogi is more precious than the realisation of impersonal Divine in 

Spiritual plane of the Adwaitin.), ―(The Divine is) the perfect Personality capable 

of all relations even to the most human, concrete and intimate; for he is friend, 

comrade, lover, playmate, guide, teacher, master, ministrant of knowledge or 

ministrant of joy, yet in all relations unbound, free and absolute. This too the 

divinised man becomes in the measure of his attainment...‖  CWSA/19/Essays on 

the Gita-141, ―But behind all these and in them he (a Sadhaka) has felt a Divinity 

who is all these things, a Bringer of Light, a Guide and All-Knower, a Master of 

Force, a Giver of Bliss, Friend, Helper, Father, Mother, Playmate in the world-

game, an absolute Master of his being, his soul‘s Beloved and Lover. All (the 

seven-fold personal) relations known to human personality are there in the soul‘s 

contact with the Divine; but they rise towards super human levels and compel him 

(a Sadhaka) towards a divine nature.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-129, 

5: ―There must be, (1) first, the effort towards at least an initial and enabling self-

transcendence and contact with the Divine; (2) next, the reception of that which 

transcends, that with which we have gained communion, into ourselves for the 

transformation of our whole conscious being; (3) last, the utilisation of our 

transformed humanity as a divine centre in the world... But in proportion as this 

contact establishes itself, the sadhaka must become conscious that a force other 

than his own, a force transcending his egoistic endeavour and capacity, is at work 

in him and to this Power he learns progressively to submit himself and delivers up 

to it the charge of his Yoga. In the end his own will and force become one with the 

higher Power; he merges them in the divine Will and its transcendent and 

universal Force. He finds it thenceforward presiding over the necessary 

transformation of his mental, vital and physical being with an impartial wisdom 

and provident effectivity of which the eager and interested ego is not capable. It is 

when this identification and this self-merging are complete that the divine centre 

in the world is ready.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-58-59, 
13: ―If the human individual Thou hast chosen as Thy centre of action and Thy 

intermediary meets with few obstacles, few misunderstandings and little hatred, it 

means that Thou has entrusted to him a limited mission without any intensity. It is 

in the narrow circle of already prepared men of goodwill that he will act and not 

upon the chaotic and confused mass of terrestrial substance.‖ The Mother/Prayers 

& Meditations/15
th

 November, 1914, ―This tapas is the will of the transcendent 

spirit who creates the universal movement, of the universal spirit who supports 

and informs it, of the free individual spirit who is the soul centre of its 

multiplicities.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-675,   
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14: ―But if an entire reliance upon the guiding Light and Will and a luminous 

expression of the truth of the Spirit in life are to be the law, that would seem to 

presuppose a gnostic world, a world in which the consciousness of all its beings 

was founded on this basis; there it can be understood that the life-interchange of 

gnostic individuals in a gnostic community or communities would be by its very 

nature an understanding and harmonious process.‖ CWSA/22/The Life Divine-

1099, ―An enlarged and illumined consciousness is possible that shall make of him 

a liberated spirit and a perfected force — and, if spread beyond the individual, it 

might even constitute a divine humanity or else a new, a supramental and therefore 

a superhuman race.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-90, 

15: Savitri-401, 

16: Savitri-262, 

18: ―(Savitri is) A single lamp lit in perfection‘s house, 

A bright pure image in a priestless shrine,  

Midst those encircling lives her spirit dwelt,                                                                

Apart in herself until her hour of fate.‖ Savitri-368 

19: ―In solitude greatened her human hours‖ Savitri-14  

20: ―A lonely soul passions for the Alone‖ Savitri-632 

―The soul that can live alone with itself meets God;‖ Savitri-460 

―In the dim Night it (Savitri‘s heart) lies alone with God.‖ Savitri-635 

21: ―No human aid can reach her in that hour,... 

And no human strength can hinder or can help.‖ Savitri-461-62 
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Sri Satprem 
―India’s Spirituality is entering Europe and America in an ever increasing 

measure. That movement will grow; amid the disasters of the time more and more 

eyes are turning towards her with the hope and there is even an increasing resort 

not only to her teachings, but to her Psychic and Spiritual practice.‖
1
 

Sri Aurobindo 

―It is France that can connect Europe with India. There are great spiritual 

possibilities for France. She will play a big part in spite of her present bad 

condition. It is through France that the spiritual message will reach Europe. That 

is why I chose France for my birth, although I am not French.‖
61 

The Mother 

                       

 
Sri Satprem 

 

He was destined for a Divine work precious for humanity in keeping the 

record of the day today sadhana activity of the Mother and was instrumental in 

editing and publishing the ‘Mother’s Agenda,’ which acts as a gateway to 

approach Sri Aurobindo and activates the most intimate contact with Her. The 

Mother gave his name Satprem which means his inner nature was excess of love 

and truth and was wide, adventurous and illumined; his expressions were 

something deep, supple and polished, decreed to create an atmosphere in which 
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the Mother could speak about Her new Spiritual experience, breaking Her earlier 

stand, ―There was absolutely no need for me to say anything‖
5
 before and after Sri 

Aurobindo’s physical departure.   

 

Sri Satprem’s this birth is a continuation of his life with the Mother from 

past births about which the latter was fully aware and the former was oblivious. 

His inner nature was capable to bear large shocks of outer life, westernised 

practical bent of mind, involved himself in Indian ascetic and occult school and 

practice of psycho-physical discipline on large scale, hunted for deep internal 

silence and complete seclusion during the later part of life for deeper plunge into 

sadhana. The Mother ranked him ‗as a true writer‘
6
 and he was able to give a new 

orientation to the Mother’s Yoga and transformation action in the cells, which is 

considered as the most profound and rare adventure in the earth‘s Spiritual history. 

 

An individual is considered fit
31

 to pursue Jnana Yoga if he can remain in 

solitude and silence for indefinite period without action and thought. Integral Yoga 

recognises abandonment of work, escape from noise and turmoil of life and 

withdraw into oneself for certain inner change as temporary necessity ‗without 

which a further effective action on life has become difficult or impossible.‘
51

 It 

does not seem to permit a beginner to become exclusive Jnana Yogi by living in 

complete Spiritual seclusion, because by that the gulf between the outer life and 

inner living cannot be bridged and the Spiritual force accumulated may keep him 

satisfied with subjective living by cutting himself off from others and without 

bothering to integrate Nature and transform the imperfection of surface physical 

substance or ‗there we may get incrusted in our spiritual seclusion and find it 

difficult later on to pour ourselves triumphantly outwards and apply to life our 

gains in the higher Nature;‘
49

 on the other hand a Sadhaka can stabilise himself in 

mind‘s immobile silence and seclude himself from the whole formation of past 

and present associates ‗which makes up the ordinary material and mental man and 

to create a new centre of vision and a new universe of activities;‘
7
 Sri Aurobindo 

lived in complete seclusion because He was assigned with a special Avatara’s 

work in overcoming the ‗the crisis of Consciousness‘ that humanity was 

undergoing by tracing unending hierarchies of Consciousness and inverting it 

towards the world and the effect of His Sadhana was dynamised in the world 

through the inner and external activities of The Mother. Those who tried to live in 

complete seclusion after establishing themselves in integral Karma Yoga, 

attempted to trace a path in transforming outer life and physical substance. 

Without the aid of Karma Yoga some of them suffered ‗golden impotence,‘
8
 which 

was the inability to call down large Divine force to transform external life; rather 

they lived in static Spiritual seclusion satisfied with the exclusive Divine delight of 

inner life or ‗Tied up the spirit to the golden posts of bliss‘
9
 without undergoing 

similar transformation in the outer Nature and world nature or they could not 

accommodate wideness of the Soul which asks all infinity for its home.  
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The Call of the Third Spiritual Teacher, Sri Satprem: 

The Divine Centres can further act to canalise the Vast Truth-Light to earth 

and men and their Spiritual Influence will spread to Europe and America and 

finally the whole earth will be uplifted and possessed by the Spiritual Force which 

will realise the vision of undivided earth and ideal of human unity. But before this, 

the difficult and far greater task for a Sadhaka is to climb mightily to peaks of 

Consciousness and from there descend down to pursue Subconscient 

transformation, which is a thankless job of confrontation with countless dark 

universal forces without glory, without any visible result and bearing the burden of 

the earth, bearing earth‘s suffering, miseries and pain of universal proportion in 

seclusion and deep internal silence. The further task of integral Yoga is to go 

beyond these cosmic reactions and is not overpowered or affected by subjection of 

lower being, and teaches the body and mind to obey utterly the higher law and 

freedom from ignorant response to cosmic touches. This gives the passage towards 

the development of Spiritual supremacy where all discords, problems and 

sufferings are healed by opening towards the Supramental Self above and 

Inconscient Self below. 

 

The advantage and right use of living in complete seclusion is first to 

develop deeper calm and strong concentration of passive mind and subsequently to 

enter Subconscient transformation which is a long and arduous action without any 

visible result and glory. So those who utilise outer and inner seclusion as means of 

development of Spirit‘s bare and absolute potencies and large Divine descent are 

successful integral Yogis. Their task is to bridge the gulf between Supramental 

and Inconscient world by invasion of the former Power and by opening of 

Subconscient and Inconscient Self to illumine the dark energies from its own 

resource of these Selves. 

 

The special privilege of an integral Jnana Yogi is to experience 

Subconscient transformation and its preliminary experiences are purification of 

past by the Spirit travelling backward. Through this journey he will discover ‗the 

secret code of the history of the world.’
77

 Few such Spiritual experiences are 

hinted in Savitri:-   

―Her strong far-winging spirit travelled back, 

Back to the yoke of ignorance and fate, 

Back to the labour and stress of mortal days, 

Lighting a pathway through strange symbol dreams 

Across the ebbing of the seas of sleep.‖ Savitri-9 

―Her mind moved in a many-imaged past‖ Savitri-11 

―Her witness spirit stood reviewing (all)Time.‖ Savitri-11 

―The conscious ends of being went rolling back:‖ Savitri-25 

―He Lives in the hush before the world was born,‖ Savitri-80 
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―A fire that seemed the body of a god 

Consumed the limiting figures of the past‖ Savitri-81  

―A mighty Hand then rolls the mind’s firmaments back‖ Savitri-154 

―A dream disclosed to her the cosmic past,‖ Savitri-477 

―Her spirit the unending future felt 

And lived with all the unbeginning past.‖ Savitri-716 

 

The travelling back of the Spirit is the swift illumination and transformation 

of life‘s dark and obscure rooms. It will not only memorise the past events of this 

life and purify them but also travel back to past successive lives in which all the 

past negative energies/memories/events are stored preventing any Spiritual 

adventure ahead. These are his immediate task of Subconscient purification and 

transformation.  

 

The Indispensable Necessity of Collective Living:   

 ―In other words, no matter how great He may be, no matter how conscious, 

how powerful, ONE Avatar all alone cannot realise the Supramental life on earth. 

Either (1) a group in time, a number of individuals staggered over a certain period 

of time, or (2) a group spread over a certain space- or (3) may be both is 

indispensable for this Realisation. I am convinced of it.‖
22 

The Mother 

―Any such complete transformation of the earth-life in a number of human 

beings could not establish itself altogether at once; even when the turning-point 

has been reached, the decisive line crossed, the new life in its beginnings would 

have to pass through a period of ordeal and arduous development.‖
52 

Sri Aurobindo 

Sri Aurobindo was able to project the Divine and His creation, the Ashram, 

Disciples and Devotees, as pure eternal Truth, ‗perfect expression of Divine 

Will‘
69

 and made up of the same gold, the Brahman, without any trace of alloy. 

This gold (Spirit) does not cease to be gold, does not lose its Divinity but rather 

pours out in untransformed Nature ‗the delight of His being and the glories of His 

godhead‘
24

 and it can be made the basis of transformation and progress for the 

self-expression of the Spirit.  He was capable to realise this God‘s harmony in the 

world, who never uttered a single word against the British Empire in spite of their 

long torture and ill intention during His early political life rather He accepted such 

inhospitable events as necessary exit towards His Divine Life. For Him the Divine 

used the Britishers as brutal means to raise the Nation from tamasic state to 

rajasic state of Consciousness. During this British torture He had experienced of 

becoming a slave of all mankind that helped Him later to become the Master of the 

race; we can learn from Sri Aurobindo that during the worst period of life our 

equality got tested and after qualifying in the test the benefit of Spiritual living 

begins. Freedom from mental, vital and physical preferences is the first Spiritual 

step in the stairs of perfection and the next step is to compel all discord, disgust, 
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doubt, inequality and hatred of life into concord, faith, love, harmony of action 

and total revelation of Divine in Matter. A true seeker of truth can accept 

everything without repel, work creatively in the whirl of chaos, meet equally ‗the 

friends and enemies, praise and blame, honour and dishonour,‘
21

 has faith in the 

sacrifice of the Divine Mother in Matter and he will be automatically saved from 

the worst catastrophes. Sri Aurobindo had developed this poise of perfect equality 

from the beginning of his Spiritual life. As per the injunction issued in the Gita a 

Sadhaka must not find fault, apaisunam,
58

 with the Divine‘s creation, the Ashram, 

the devotees and disciples. Instead of putting his effort to correct the God‘s world 

he must correct his understanding by inflow of Spiritual vision. The Supramental 

vision can alone ‗uplift the consenting part of humanity and transform (radically) 

this physical world.‘
68 

 

Sri Aurobindo accepted all the problem of the Ashramites of His Ashram as 

world problem and world imperfection and gave His time and life in resolving it 

and that was the Spirit of ancient Vedic and Vedantic Seers and in His Ashram 

those liberated Soul Sadhakas who were influenced by later Vedantic ascetics, 

Nirvanist and Illusionist were incapable of resolving any human problem and 

hence to escape from all problem was best solution for them; though it was 

through the prolongation of the latter static Brahman realisation one arrives at the 

former realisation of the dynamic Brahman. So we can meet two types that of later 

Vedantic integral Sadhakas and ancient Vedantic integral Sadhakas in the 

hierarchy of Ashram living. And from Sri Aurobindo Ashram we learn that The 

Mother had accepted the greatest richness of diversity and multiplicity based on an 

underlying oneness and stability in utmost mutability which is the whole secret of 

the Supramental action in its perfect manifestation.   

 

Sri Aurobindo came to Pondicherry with a Divine‘s integral Call and 

pursued sufficiently the vision of that Call till His last breath. A similar integral 

Call drove The Mother from France to live with Sri Aurobindo and continued His 

work till the end; others those who came to Sri Aurobindo but were unable to 

pursue their quest in the Ashram till the last were the victim either of impatience 

or of some ambitious force. Those who were established in inner Consciousness; 

linked this life to all life extending over many births were free from impatience 

and those who were free from attachment to Mission, Money, Fame and Self-

expansion through separative identity were not ambitious; their inability to 

integrate Being and Nature and inability to transform partial Divine union into 

integral Divine union were other possible causes of their defection.
76

 A Sadhaka of 

integral Yoga becomes unsuccessful if his urge towards Self-expansion is more 

predominant than his urge towards Self-concentration and he can find a safe place 

in the world to emerge as successful traditional Sadhaka. The secret of success of 

a traditional Sadhaka is that after realising the Divine partly through self-

concentration, he devotes rest of his time and life in self-expansion. It was also 
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observed that those who stayed in the Ashram till the last, their Karma Yoga  part 

were strong because it was by this Yoga the inner base of Spiritual life and outer 

harmony of collective Ashram living were maintained. Those whose Karma Yoga 

aspect were strong but left the Ashram due to the active mind and lure of self-

expansion, they served The Mother in the Divine manifestation work in the world 

by recoiling from the greater task of most difficult individual and world 

transformation action in Subconscient plane. This transformation is purely a 

movement of self-concentration and asks strong concentration of passive mind.  

 

Apart from the above separative identity of Self-expansion, The Mother had 

accepted Sadhaka as developed Soul, indispensable organ of Divine Life and was 

in no way willing to lose a ‗single Sadhaka’
10

 from Her collective Ashram living. 

If he remains obedient to Ashram law then he will set an example for other brother 

Souls and bond of the collective living will be firm. The catholic integral Yoga 

further gives this input through its principal Shastra that the obedience to the 

external law of collective living is not obligatory for an adult Soul.
59

   

 

Again those who received the Call to live in the Ashram, they had two 

options in their hand, that is either to develop the sense ownership or ego of the 

doer of the Ashram through pseudo tamasic and rajasic consecration or raise the 

Consciousness towards highest height through true sattwic self-giving and realise 

Divine Shakti as doer of all action; though the latter option is difficult to realise 

than the former and also it is the latter attitude that draws one towards true and 

sane Ashram living. The successful Ashram living emerges when one gives the 

first priority to the Divine, the force of unity, with whom he has direct contact, the 

second priority to the Law of Divine living, which makes his life harmonious and 

the third priority is given to the fellowship with whom the Law is manifested, the 

collectivity, the source of mutuality. In integral Bhakti Yoga, the desire for 

oneness of the heart towards divided and diverse individuals ‗can arrive at their 

self-existent motiveless joy of being for the sake of love alone.‘
37

 A true individual 

includes all and has an eternal relation with all other individuals, a practical 

mutuality founded in essential unity which is the basis of perfect Divine life. 

During the days of difficulties of Ashram living, he can extend Spiritual help in 

overcoming it and remains united with the Divine during critical hour. Those who 

compromise or violate the above three order or sequences meet on their path 

endless falsehood, ingratitude and they do harm to individual and collective body 

by activating the divisible physical mind and vital mind. They always wait to draw 

profit from individual and Ashram difficulties. Whoever wants to lead a 

comfortable collective life without waging war against adharma, and without 

destroying desire, ego and ignorance within, ‗strives vainly against the greater will 

of the World-Spirit.‘
43 

Those who try to draw benefit from the Spiritual fall of an 

individual or community are identified as the greatest enemy of human race. 

Those who try to measure the surface wave symbolising defect of Ashram living 
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deprive themselves of its contact with the Oceanic depth of Consciousness. An 

Ashramite Sadhaka should have no yearning for a separate identity, (separation 

from Self, World and Divine) his self-giving of soul, life, time, work and wealth 

must be entire in every respect and in return whatever the Divine gives him, he 

will accept joyfully with deep gratitude, without ego and without finding fault. His 

inner living can ‗contact, penetrate (and) englobe the life of all‘
50

 and extend 

himself to embrace the world.   

 

It has been observed that the collective living is crippled by narrow carping, 

asuya, intolerance and fault finding of the fellow brothers and doubt, samsaya, 

created due to fragmentation of integral Knowledge and fragmentation of integral 

faith. These are not the sufficient support for a seeker of truth to defect
76

 from the 

main collective body and similarly the limitation and brutality of the existing 

humanity is not the sufficient condition to remain alien from the world. Both 

collectivity and existence are incomplete account of integral Truth and with the 

intervention of higher Consciousness, both will move towards self-fulfilment. We 

have to establish a Divine relation between Self and Existence in place of our 

present ignorant entry in to the world. The Supramental approach towards the 

world is to embrace all existence and all collective living and pour on them the 

Light, Love and Force of the highest Consciousness. So mind must recognise the 

inadequacy of effort that arises from separation of existence due to want of 

knowledge, want of harmony and want of unity. So the initial approach is that a 

Sadhaka must meet all the discord of life and its surrounding without recoil, with 

strong equality by establishing himself in Karma Yoga, samatvam yoga uchyate.
17

 

The unification and oneness with the collectivity and existence is possible only 

through activation of the Soul, by making his Soul of mind one with universal 

Mind, his soul of life one with universal Life-soul, his soul of Body one with the 

universal soul of physical nature. Thus an immediate and profound sympathy 

towards the fellow brothers, direct mental, vital and physical inter-communication 

and effective mutual action grow through development of subliminal sense organ. 

These subtle sense capacities are inner sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste 

without the aid of physical sense organ. It is further heightened by development of 

Psychic, Spiritual and Supramental sense which is a direct contact of illimitable 

ethereal Consciousness with its object. Thus he arrives at larger light and order of 

higher principle in his relation with the universe and imposes this influence within 

a radius based on expansion of his Spirit‘s capacity. Thus with the growth of Soul 

force and universalisation of individuality, this perfection of Light and Power of 

Truth must radiate out from his body and help others to advance towards the same 

ascension. The Mother felt Sri Aurobindo’s Spiritual Presence and Influence from 

several nautical miles
60

 from the ship on 24
th

 April, 1920. This concentration of 

permanent Supramental Presence must have been multiplied in succeeding years 

and that is why Pondicherry is identified as earthly Heaven by calling down of 

higher worlds of Vaicuntha, Golaka, Brahmaloka and Anandaloka of our ancient 
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writings to pursue higher Sadhana. By the pressure of this invading Consciousness 

old man becomes young; dying Soul survives and gets new life, ordinary destiny 

of individual changes into Spiritual destiny, everywhere there is concord, Spiritual 

ease, exceeding joy and laughter of the Soul. A visitor feels here peace, 

tranquillity and Divine‘s touch; a devotee enters emotional intimacy with the 

Divine; an Ashramite feels secured and protected in the Mother’s lap; a Sadhaka 

discovers the clarity in his Mind and Soul‘s journey towards eternity. A 

consecrated Child possesses the full power of the Divine Mother in his individual 

life; an integral Yogi moves towards integration, manifestation and establishment 

of Ishwara and Brahman Consciousness and holds together the Dual Avatara 

Consciousness in his personal life.     

 

So in order to integrate our experience on cellular transformation we have 

to build our Spiritual foundation strong, which will enable us to begin a fourth 

‗Yoga of Self-perfection‘ as indicated in The Synthesis of Yoga; secondly, we have 

to transcend the negation and limitation of the Religious Self, in the line as 

indicated in the Gita, which asks a Yogi to live in the world without enemy, 

nirvairah,
13

 without doubt,  samsaya
42

 and without narrow carping, asuya;
15

 

thirdly, our physical contact with Maha Samadhi/Sri Aurobindo’s sacred Relics or 

the Guru’s house at Pondicherry is identified as one of the best places of radiation 

of supreme energy to pursue such higher Yoga and lastly the experience of the 

Divine is to be integrated through integration of His law and collectivity and not 

by fragmenting the law and by dividing the main collective body. 

 

(The) Mother’s Agenda or L'Agenda de (la) Mère: 

―But the remarkable thing is that you (during Satprem’s trip to France) are 

the only person to whom I can speak—not that I did not try, because I had the 

feeling that if certain things went away, it might be pity... ‗there is not one, not 

one! Not one able to simply understand.‘
2
 I tried with N and P: nothing comes out, 

except a sort of mental transcription...When I called you Satprem, that what I 

meant: you must certainly have the capacity to come into contact with That.‖
3 

The Mother 

―These (conversations of the Mother’s Agenda) are the first stammerings of 

a novice (The Mother felt Herself as beginner in the path of the eternal unfolding 

of the Spirit).‖
4
  

The Mother 

The difference between ‗The Gita‘ and the ‗Mother’s Agenda‘ is that in the 

former the Supreme knowledge given to the best among the twice born Souls, 

chosen Instrument of vision and knowledge and Vibhuti, Arjuna during the critical 

hour of terrible war and destruction of individual and earth‘s history, was an 

integral Yogi with strong basis of Karma Yoga, and was having personal relation 

with the Purushottama; he was given this secret knowledge because he was free 
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from narrow carping, asuya,
15

 and was having faith, sraddha
15

 towards the Divine 

and His creation and he developed sraddha towards His Law after this famous 

discourse; whereas in the latter, the human instrument and emanation, Sri Satprem, 

was by nature an integral Yogi with predominance of Jnana Yoga in his front, and 

was privileged to get the Mother’s personal love because his outer nature was 

‗something deep, very supple and polished.‘
12

 He was given this profound 

Knowledge because of his sincerity, nistha to preserve the Mother’s descended 

truth words and was having physical endurance, harmony, rhythm and opening 

necessary for cellular transformation. He was undergoing another critical hour of 

human history of man‘s ascent from the transition of mind to Supermind; he was 

opened towards the new truth that was manifesting in The Mother’s physical form 

and was capable to reflect Her supreme vibration in the world and the most 

profound changes he must have experienced during editing work of these huge 

documents. So The ‘Mother’s Agenda’ can be considered as book of Supramental 

Science or utilitarian Handbook of The Synthesis of Yoga and three other 

complementary Shastra and can be utilised as means of opening towards those 

rare energies and the repetition of its highest intensity of experience is dependent 

on our depth and height of Psychic and Spiritual existence. 

 

The difference between ‘Savitri‘ and the ‗Mother’s Agenda‘ is that in the 

former the relation between Savitri and the Supreme is revealed in the dual form 

(1) of Intermediary
55

 and secondary Source of Divine Father and Guru manifested 

through King Aswapati and (2) in the form of supreme object and primary Source 

of Lover, Playmate, Friend, Master and the ‗only Lord‘
28

 manifested through 

Satyavan and in the latter the Mother recounted Her supreme relation of thirty 

years with Sri Aurobindo while the Lord was in His physical body and the next 

twenty three Years when He withdrew into Subtle and Superconscient world. To 

concentrate on Them is to enter right relation of Purusha with Prakriti in 

Ignorance of Psychic plane, Ishwara with Shakti in Knowledge of Spiritual plane, 

Brahman with Maya in comprehensive Knowledge of Supramental plane and Sat 

with Chit in the indeterminate Sachchidananda plane. Those who can trace Their 

relation can hold together the dual Avatara first in the heart centre then ascending 

upward they can hold Them in the Spiritual, Universal, Supramental and Ananda 

plane and descending downward they can hold Them in true Mental, true Vital, 

true Physical, Subconscient Self and Inconscient Self. Thus the realisation of 

union between ten-fold Self and their respective ten-fold Sheaths, Koshas, brings 

the fulfilment of integral Yoga.  

 

This book proposes impersonal and universally accepted four high 

concentration approved writings that of ‘The Synthesis of Yoga,’ ‘The Life Divine,’ 

‘The Mother’ and ‘Savitri’ as four indispensable pillars of integral Yoga where the 

Supreme has unveiled Himself endlessly through Yoga, Evolution, Truth and Love 

respectively and kept Himself untouched from all negation and human influence. 
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All other books can be treated as book of reference for development of some 

special faculties which are indispensable for integration and the evolution of 

Consciousness of Sri Aurobindo’s early formative writings can be rightly 

understood if linked with the affirmative and comprehensive doctrine of Principal 

Shastra. These four Shastras are having far more Spiritual Powers than the 

thousand year accumulated Spiritual energy of the Vedas, the Upanishads, the 

Gita, the Sankhya and the Tantra, because the Consciousness from which the 

Knowledge have been descended are from very high universal plane; here in these 

integral Shastras the ‗basic Truths of all-existence which ought then to become the 

guiding principles of our existence‘
32

 and the root knowledge hinted in the ancient 

Shastra have been rightly and extensively restated, expanded, integrated and 

developed into comprehensive Truth and Vision and the vivid explanation of 

Spiritual experiences are extensively revealed. The fit, capable and strong Souls 

can intoxicate themselves with immeasurable honey wine nectarous sap, rasa, 

interpret the secret symbolic descended overhead wisdom of four Shastras and 

transform them into living practice.  

 

The highest truth hinted in The Synthesis of Yoga is developed in The 

Mother and The Life Divine and the highest truth hinted in the latter two books are 

further developed in Savitri. Or The Synthesis of Yoga is primarily restatement of 

the highest hinted and developed truth of the Gita (or His book Essays on the 

Gita) and secondarily restatement of the Vedas, the Upanishadas and the Tantra, 

from which the principal teachings of integral Yoga is developed. The Life Divine 

is primarily restatement of The Synthesis of Yoga from much more higher planes 

of Consciousness where Yoga is replaced with the word Evolution, consecration to 

the Divine is replaced with the word Consciousness and secondarily the 

restatement of the Upanishadas. The Mother book is primarily the restatement of 

The Synthesis of Yoga and secondarily restatement of the Gita and the Tantra. 

Savitri is primarily restatement of the highest hinted truth of The Synthesis of 

Yoga, The Life Divine and The Mother from widest, largest and deepest planes of 

Spiritual adventure and secondarily restatement of the synthetic teachings and 

Spiritually profound Tantra. So the secret thread of integral Yoga can be caught 

by entering thorough knowledge on above related Shastra. 

 

To be more specific and visualise from another perspective we can accept 

The Mother’s Agenda primarily as a book of Her own Spiritual experience and 

secondarily a restatement of The Synthesis of Yoga. The Synthesis of Yoga is 

primarily a book of Their
45

 combined Spiritual experience and secondarily a 

restatement of Essays on the Gita. Essays on the Gita is a restatement of the 

Bhagavad Gita which is again the ‗large restatement of the Aryan spiritual 

culture.‘
56

 Similarly, The Life Divine and Savitri are primarily books of Their 

Spiritual experience and secondarily restatement of the (Isha) Upanishad and the 

Tantra respectively.     
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The Synthesis of Yoga can be accepted as principal book of sadhana for 

them whose present nature are limited, divided and unequal because it is easiest 

for them to follow a definite line of progress akin to their nature through 

concentration on the strongest part of their Nature, Swabhava. Or this is a book 

meant for the Devotees and Ashramites who are on the path of becoming ascetic 

Sadhakas or Seekers of Integral Truth through renunciation. This is also a book of 

Sadhana for the developed Souls who preoccupy their whole time in Soul‘s 

ascension and the descent of the Divine Shakti. They are ready to pursue the 

dynamic Yoga known as Yoga of Self-perfection with its myriad siddhis through 

combination of Prakriti and Purusha Yajna. The Life Divine and its extension in 

the book ‗The Supramental Manifestation‘ can be accepted as principal book of 

sadhana for them whose mind are one-pointed and concentrated to find the eternal 

Reality of the Self.  Or this is a book for the fully conscious intellectual men who 

are in the process of becoming devotees and still assist in ascending higher 

gradations for those who are in search of going beyond the highest truths hinted in 

The Synthesis of Yoga. If The Mother book is accepted as the principal book of 

sadhana then the next immediate step is to align its highest knowledge with the 

root knowledge of the Gita. As a result many of its secrets would retain its thread 

and the liberating capacity of the Gita is taken into confidence through The 

Mother book to transform humanity. Or The Mother book with its Vedantic 

method of Yoga restated in contemporary language in order to arrive at Tantric 

aim is meant for a Sadhaka who is in the process of becoming a Child by 

becoming one with the dynamic aspect of the Brahman, Shakti. The Vedantic 

method of Yoga proposed in the above three books are related with the impersonal 

aspect of the Divine and are safe and secured for the beginners of Yoga. And it is 

only the rare strong individual developed Souls who take large plunge straight into 

the sea of Divine infinity can draw the immediate assistance of personal embodied 

Divine manifestation of Vibhuti and dual Avatara through symbolic representation 

in Savitri. Or massive Tantric and Vedantic Spiritual experiences narrated in 

symbolic language of this book can be decoded by a consecrated Child who is in 

the process of becoming integral Yogi.  

 

One can experience cellular transformation by concentration on the book 

the ‗Mother’s Agenda‘, but its highest secret knowledge cannot be explored much 

unless the Spiritual foundation is made strong through the support and practice of 

the above four Shastras or cellular transformation depends more on two 

intermediate steps of universalisation of Consciousness and integration of Being 

and Nature through sufficiently equal exploration of triple path of Karma, Jnana 

and Bhakti Yoga. This physical transformation is identified as one of the six 

elements of perfection of Yoga of Self-perfection. In this period of training, the 

cells were gaining their kingdom of immortality by dynamic Divine union and 

losing their hold on life by static Divine union.  
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The existing the ‘Mother’s Agenda’ is a perfect utilitarian representation for 

few developed Souls, because Her each tiny gesture, discontent and wrath gives 

scope to discern truth from falsehood and wisdom from ignorance. Again this 

utilitarian book of self expansion contains God‘s affirmation and its penetration 

into His negation, optimism and its domination over prevailing pessimism and the 

reconciliation of both the elements are felt necessary for completion of Divine 

manifestation. The Mother intended to give this too personal Divine Incarnation 

and too intimate Spiritual direct experience of calling down the Supreme to the 

material world to those who continue to love Her which She expressed clearly, ―I 

will give it to those who have loved me, who have lived with me, worked with me, 

endeavoured with me, and who respect what was attempted.‖
5
 The Mother’s 

Agenda is a creation after Sri Aurobindo’s physical departure which She identifies 

as, ―And what comes to me is always this, the most severe test I could have been 

given...‖
23

 This appears to be the experience of brief Spiritual fall
67

 in the life of 

the mighty incarnating Mother Soul followed by Divine reward of ‗the direct 

action of the Supermind in the physical‘
66

 through transformation of physical 

mind. So during the feeling of His physical absence and subtle physical 

Presence/Appearance the supreme Optimist is veiled and revealed respectively and 

the book gives the awareness to developed Souls to accumulate Spiritual energy in 

order to meet and confront the greatest adversity of life. Without accumulation of 

Spiritual energy bad event moves towards worse consequence, difficulties do not 

transform into opportunities, sufferings do not transform into intense delight, and 

to run away from the problem is identified as the best acceptable solution.  

 

Norms for a Writer/Orator 

Written truth generally creates confusion among the beginners due to want 

of completeness of Spiritual experience. The misuse of the Spiritual documents by 

the ordinary mind can be prevented through secrecy, symbolic use of language for 

Spiritual truth, strict discipline and initiation to few fit and capable Souls. So all 

restatement and editing work of books, Journals and News Letters intended to 

pursue integral Yoga must confirm its norm hinted in the principal Shastra, The 

Synthesis of Yoga, that emphasises, (1) ―We must hate none, despise none, be 

repelled by none; for in all we have to see the One disguised or manifested at his 

pleasure. He is little revealed in one or more revealed in another or concealed and 

wholly distorted in others according to His will and His knowledge of what is best 

for that which He intends to become in form in them and to do in works in their 

nature.‖
16

 (2) Integral Yoga does not recommend any undue stress, noise,  

appreciation, preference or distaste on any particular idea of truth,
62

 method or 

individual that gives most certain result because by that the balance of the truth is 

disturbed, prevents from realising the all other sides of Spiritual truth, mutilates 

the integrality of Yoga,
62

 leaves unity as a vague concept and depreciates ‗the 

values of other elements of a complete and perfect knowledge.‘
30

 It includes and 
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accounts for all truth and unity and reality of all the manifestations of the Divine, 

moving from lesser to completer Reality, so that each truth of experience can 

accommodate within its boundary, keep large and growing structure and refuses to 

cling to certain fragments of truth, confine truth to any one aspect and ready to 

throw down all temporary scaffolding. (3) It admits the valid truth of all schools of 

thought by eliminating their limitations and negations and harmonise these partial 

half truths and partial Divine realisations in the comprehensive integral truth and 

fuller Spiritual experience, thus fulfilling the many sided integral developments of 

our Being and Nature by constant correction, enlargement and transformation. (4) 

There are certain wrong uses of word
19

 and wrong momentary action that can 

destroy centuries of effort. Integral Yoga transforms all such ‗soul slaying‘
19

 truth 

into ‗soul saving‘
20

 truth and identifies that all soul slaying truth are the 

formulation of untransformed three gunas of lower Nature and all Soul saving 

truths are the creation of higher Nature beyond the gunas. In Spiritual life the 

Word that does not elevate the consciousness are identified as Soul slaying truth 

and it must not be used to assassinate
40

 or demoralise people. It is only by invasion 

of Supramental Consciousness all negations of Subconscient and Inconscient 

world that slay the Soul can be transformed into complete affirmations and words 

can manifest the power of absolute Brahman. (5) Integral Yoga further hints that 

in this existence whatever happens, whether it seems good or bad to divisible 

mental eye and ‗even what we consider to be the worst adversaries are still a form 

of the Supreme...‘
11

 or ‗even the most diverse and contradictory things, point at 

some truth in this infinity...‘
27

 All contraries between Ignorance and Knowledge 

are aspects and portions of Divine wisdom; all suffering and hatred are a distortion 

of Divine Delight and Love and all events are moved by a Divine Will and does 

help in the general transformation. Divine is the ruler and over-ruler and approver 

of all happening of this existence. This perception of Divine Oneness and totality 

comes by coexistence and reconciliation of all the opposites.  

 

The Gita insists that writing or oration or guidance or action of a Spiritual 

man should not generate offence, udbega,
39

 anxiety, chinta,
14

 and controversy or 

division of understanding, buddhi veda,
38

 among ordinary earth bound man and 

sets himself as an example before them by doing all work with knowledge and 

Divine union. It further insists that his writings/oration should be truthful, satya,
39

 

pleasant, priya, and beneficial, hita, ‗and a careful avoidance of words that may 

cause fear, sorrow and trouble‘
44

 to the collective mass. The Synthesis of Yoga 

further hints that if a writing related with Spiritual truth has to inspire a wider 

dimension for long period, it must descend from very high impersonal and 

universal plane and must be received by intellect without least distortion. For a 

swiftly evolving developed Soul all new descent of Knowledge will be obsolete
51

 

after sometime. So he has to shift his consciousness from mutable time to 

immutable timeless state where eternal wisdom is constantly renovated by fresh 

instreaming knowledge. Again in the immutable timeless state there are 
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hierarchies of ascending Consciousness and truth descended from one plane of 

Consciousness necessitates change when one ascends still higher ranges of 

Consciousness. A Sadhaka’s inscription and exceptional oration of ‗the examples 

of outward acts...of personal character‘
25

 can be relinquished
41

 though ‗these have 

their place and their utility;‘
25

 but his writings can most stimulate others‘ 

aspiration if he can focus on ‗the central fact of the divine realisation within him 

governing his whole life and inner state and all his activities.‘
25

 His writing must 

reproduce the creative and developing part of his own plastic Being which may 

descend from above as a word, a message, a voice of the Self,
63

 vani, adesh, 

instead of an inadequate intellectual thought, ‗repetitive word‘
53

 and ‗an imitation 

from outside.‘
25

 If the feeling of emotion, thought-power and will-force expressed 

through word is entirely purified to recognise intuition, then the power of lonely 

thought ‗reverses the whole order of the mind‘s thinking‘
64

 and it rises towards 

knowledge by identity, Omnipotence, Omniscience and the preservation Brahman 

consciousness. If the restatement of Their teaching or written truth is cast rightly 

through calling down of fresh immortal thought, then the combined wisdom of 

past and present descended truths can awake new future immensities and the 

unfinished integral Yoga can move ahead. If a Power from the chamber of the 

Soul has interfered, inspired, guided and commanded at every step and in every 

detail, then he can discover the true Mantra of life or the ‗sole timeless Word.‘
26

 

By the touch of Supramental Sunlight, a child like immature thought can richly 

turn into ‗luminous patterns of‘
57

 Soul‘s deep truth. Supramental word can pour 

into the plastic language with Light, Power and Force and this can be easily and 

freely done by rare gifted Soul whose intellect is completely pacified, separation is 

effected between intuitive and intellectual element of thought and physical 

consciousness, sense organs and mind have been sufficiently purified. The Mother 

pointed out that all future book carrying Supramental vibration is ‗not a teaching, 

not even a revelation‘
47

 but it must convey the forceful message and feeling of 

decisive and ‗formidable action coming direct from the Supreme.‘
47

 It seems that 

the Mother was not interested to preserve the knowledge
48 

that descended to Her 

from Supramental plane but rather She was more keen to carry out the mighty 

Supramental action which could drag ahead the Divine race. And if writing is 

limited to teaching only then one can draw profit from it ‗if it is lived while it is 

being given;‘
53 

and if writing is a descent from Supramental plane then its thought 

will glow through centuries. The greatest utility of self-expression either through 

writing or through oration is to use it as means of movement of ascending and 

descending Divine Consciousness.  

 

The Six Future Proposals: 

The integral Yoga defines
18

 that Divine is at once intimate and respectable. 

It recommends the seekers to enter not only exclusive intimate personal Psychic 

relation with the Divine as the Friend, the Lover, the Child (God) and the Mother 

but also respect and regard Him as the Father, the Master and the Guru. Thus 
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developing seven-fold personal relation with the Mother in our individual life 

must not exclude our relation with Her Impersonal, less exclusive Universal and 

all-inclusive Transcendent Mother. During early stay at Pondicherry, Sri 

Aurobindo was popularly known as AG, the short form of His full name 

Aurobindo Ghose. When the Mother arrived, this name called by His disciples was 

not acceptable to Her and She called Him Lord and later changed His name to ‗Sri 

Aurobindo.‘ The prefix ‘Sri’ is one of the names of the Divine Mother of ancient 

teachings representing vast opulence and having capacity to pour on the creation 

Her attributes of Love, Delight and Beauty. Thus by Her Grace Sri Aurobindo 

became The Mother possessed and She was able to raise the tamasic state of the 

collective living into higher state of Consciousness and showed how one must 

regard and respect the Guru. When The Mother joined Ashram in 1920, the senior 

Sadhakas were unable to trace Her divinity and called Her as Mira and Sri 

Aurobindo was able to identify Her incarnating Divine Mother status and sense of 

complete surrender from the very first meeting in 1914 and waited for some 

auspicious moment to declare it publicly. From Sri Aurobindo’s writing we 

observe that wherever He used The Mother’s name the prefix ‗THE‘ became 

obligatory and He showed how one must regard and respect Her Divine 

embodiment. Through the prefix ‗THE,‘ The Mother’s Divinity is expanded, 

integrated and manifested. She was accepted as La Mère in French
29

 or Sri Maa in 

the most of Indian languages.  

 

The Mother was an earnest reader of Sri Satprem’s books and his editing 

work of the book ‘The Mind of the Cells’ and ‘Notes on the Way’ are the most 

precious contribution to earth‘s Spiritual opulence. As the existing the ‗Mother’s 

Agenda‘ is a perfect representation for few developed Souls similarly in future 

there can be its perfect representation for large number of developing Souls. This 

book proposes that if the existing the ‘Mother’s Agenda’ has to reach wider, 

impersonal and less intimate general circulation and benefit of whole of humanity 

then its editing work in future must comply with the norm hinted in the principal 

Shastra supported by overhead guidance and the prefix ‘The’ must be included 

before the Mother’s name.  

 

This paper observes the translation of Sri Aurobindo’s most widely read 

book ‘The Mother’ as ‗Maa‘ in the contemporary Indian languages. In The Mother 

book the revelation Psychic and Supramental Mother are hinted and Spiritual 

Mother is sufficiently developed. If The Mother is intimately related with our 

Psychic being in the heart then calling Her as ‘Maa’ or ‘Mother’ would have been 

sufficient for our purpose; but if this intimacy is also followed by our respect and 

regard towards Her as Spiritual Mother then She deserves to be called as ‘Sri Maa’ 

or ‘The Mother.’ Sri Aurobindo did not use prefix ‗the‘ before Savitri, because she 

is revealed here as Supramentalised Psychic Mother and is very intimate to our 

heart. 
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It is observed that the editing exercise The Mother’s Collected Works 

(second Centenary edition) is done confirming the broad guideline hinted in the 

principal Shastra. Thus its impersonal and universal Divine vibration is meant for 

the benefit of the whole of humanity. This book further proposes that future 

editing action of The Mother’s Collected Works must continue similar detailed 

correction within the jurisdiction of Editor of introducing ‗La Mère’ and ‘The 

Mother’ (for example refer the Contents of Volume-6 which is an exclusive 

creation of the Editor, where it is edited as ‗Mother‘s use of flowers,‘ ‗Mother‘s 

Organ Music,‘ ‗Mother‘s body‘ etc) in the French and English Edition of the 

books respectively. A perfect editing work supported by overhead guidance 

heightens the Consciousness and increases the value of the book.  

  

This book proposes that we can relate with Her intimately in our heart as 

Mother through self-concentration (for example Japa) and manifest Her in the 

world as The Mother through self-expansion (for example creation of new 

Spiritual Centres, publication of books and journals etc). So we should neither 

mutilate Her name nor limit Her to any form, expression and fixed teaching; we 

have to become a pilgrim Soul in the ascending stairs of Consciousness and must 

always open to Her in an ever heightening higher world. Mutilation of name, form 

and teaching is a mental action and a licence to its dwarf and lame identity; we can 

meet Her as the unmutilated Mother only by raising the Consciousness to Psychic, 

Spiritual and Supramental plane.  

 

(The) Mother’s Agenda gives this message that if one truly loves Her then 

he must read
29

 Her writings in original French, which is something untranslatable. 

The other justification of learning French is that the supreme overhead Knowledge 

descended to Her in French and its English translation can diminish
46

 the original 

Divine vibration. She further confirms that if anyone wants to please and satisfy 

Her, then he must read Sri Aurobindo’s writings extensively. To read Sri 

Aurobindo needs sound knowledge in English and Sanskrit, and one must be 

conversant of the Vedas, the Upanishads, the Gita and the Tantra. The other 

justification of learning English and Sanskrit are that the supreme overhead 

Knowledge descended to Sri Aurobindo was in English, and all these developed 

Knowledge had its accurate representation in the ancient Sanskrit tongue.
65 

 

It is of course true that Sri Aurobindo knew The Mother and possessed by 

Her Divinity integrally. So in our effort to integrate our knowledge on The Mother 

through external aid we have to depend more on Sri Aurobindo’s writings and all 

other writings can serve as book of reference. In a similar approach (The) 

Mother’s Agenda is helpful to integrate our knowledge on Sri Aurobindo because 

its editing work related with cellular transformation and The Mother’s personal 

account on Sri Aurobindo are perfect.  
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The above six proposals are initiated on the basis of the directive issued in 

the principal Shastra to ‗leave nothing around it (liberated Soul) unchanged‘
75

 

superseding the previous stand ‗which will no way seek to change their outward 

appearance...and old human surroundings.‘
75

    

 

Earthly Departure of Vibhuti and Avatara: 

Sri Satprem left his earthly body in deep mediation. There are supreme 

states of trance in which if a Soul persists too long cannot return to earth life. A 

Yogi attains such state of consciousness in which he can abandon the body by 

withdrawing the life force and opening the gate upward through mystic 

Brahmarandhra above the head. This is willed death, iccha mrityu, of traditional 

Yogi and above incidence indicates that Sri Satprem had attained perfection in 

Jnana Yoga. The other advantage of this Yoga is that it gives a basis of constant 

living in the Divine.  

 

The mystery of sacrificial death and constraint of earthy departure of 

Avatara is partly hinted in Savitri. When the Avatara, the incarnating Divine is 

caught by the Wheel of earth‘s doom that He had hoped to break, His crucified 

voice proclaims at the brink of death, ‗I, I am God;‘
33

 during that critical moment 

of death, Heaven reminds Him with an equal and all compassionate cry, ‗Yes, all 

is God.‘
33

 There is nothing here that is not the Divine. If a concealed Soul in the 

form of seed grows into flower of Godhead in the world tree then all shall discover 

God in Self and Nature and ascend into universal incarnation of Godhead. The 

physical departure of Sri Aurobindo’s earthly body is a part of bearing of earth‘s 

burden of sorrow, suffering and death of the ascending Godhead through sacrifice 

of Purusha, Purusha Yajna, Vedantic sacrifice, in order to lift mankind to Light, 

Joy and Truth through willed death, Iccha Mrityu. His decision to leave the body 

and continue this work from the subtle world was from the observation that His 

cells of the body did not help in the further transformation work when He put the 

descent of higher Supramental Force on them. Similarly The Mother’s physical 

departure from earthly body is a part of bearing of earth‘s burden of sorrow, 

suffering and death of the descending Godhead through much more greater and 

deeper sacrifice of Prakriti, Prakriti Yajna, Vedic sacrifice, ‗the holocaust of 

Prakriti, the sacrifice of the Divine Mother,‘
34

 in order to call down Light, Joy and 

Truth for the whole of mankind, through non-willed death, Uniccha Mrityu or 

bearing death through fierce confrontation with the Wheel of earth‘s doom. Her 

cells of the body had long collaborated in the transformation work and permitted 

the Supramental force and higher Divine Love Force to act in Her body.  

 

An ideal Sadhaka of traditional Yoga must always remember the Gita’s 

injunction, ‗For certain is death for the born,‘ jatasya hi dhrubo mrityu.
36 

Similarly 

an ideal Sadhaka of integral Yoga must be absolutely free from fear of death 
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through two Spiritual experiences of Psychic and Spiritual immortality and must 

be in the line as recounted by the Mother, ―God knows, never, not one minute in 

my life, even when things were the darkest, the blackest, the most negative, the 

most painful, not once did the thought come, ‗I would like to die.‘‖
35 

So it is 

proposed for ascending Soul Sadhaka and descending Soul Sadhaka of integral 

Yoga to prepare them for both willed and unwilled death of traditional and integral 

Yoga respectively based on the truth of their Soul, svadharma, and truth of their 

Nature, svabhava. 

 

 Savitri book proposes a Sadhaka to pursue immortality by observing four 

injunctions: (1) to keep the surrounding atmosphere clean, sane, un-corrupt and 

enlightened by practice of self-concentration of Jnana Yoga in double seclusion,
71

 

(2) to reject all earthly enjoyment and human love,
72

 (3) to reject all solitary 

heavenly joy, exclusive heavenward Divine Love and lure of escape into param 

dham,
73

 (4) to develop the Spirit‘s bare absolute power, to have direct contact with 

the Divine Mother or dynamic Spirit and to call down the all-inclusive Divine 

Love to material life.
74

   

 

    

 

 

Victory of the Divine Mother 

Victoire de la Divine Mère 
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       I (Savitri) answer to thee with the Truth that saves.‖ Savitri-621,  

      ―But I (Savitri) forbid thy (Death‘s) voice to slay my soul.‖ Savitri-612, 

21: ―Equal to friend and enemy, honour and dishonour, cold and heat, pleasure and 

pain, he who, free from attachment, is equal to praise and blame, who is silent, 

content with whatever comes, with no attachment to any home, firm in mind, full 

of devotion, is dear to Me.‖ The Gita-12.18-19, 

22: The Mother‘s Agenda-3/158, 

23: ―And what comes to me is always this, the most severe test I could have been 

given: Sri Aurobindo‘s departure. Because Sri Aurobindo used to speak as if he 

was not going to go.‖ The Mother‘s Agenda-6/347, 

24: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-668, 

25: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-67, 

26: Savitri-97, 

27: CWSA-24/The Synthesis of Yoga-845,  

28: ―Give me back Satyavan, my only lord.‖ Savitri-637,  
29: ―…but those who want to read me, well, let them learn French, it won’t do 

them any harm!... French gives a precision to thought like no other language.‖ 

The Mother‘s Agenda-3/347, ―Question: Is it right to say that those who know 

French will be able to serve the Mother better in the years to come? 

Answer: It is mostly that it brings a certain closeness to one side of the Mother.‖ 

Sri Aurobindo/03.05.1945/ SABCL/25/The Mother-368-369, 

30: ―The purified understanding as it will not lend itself to any desire or craving, 

so will not lend itself either to any predilection or distaste for any particular 

idea or truth, and will refuse to be attached even to those ideas of which it is the 

most certain or to lay on them such an undue stress as is likely to disturb the 

balance of truth and depreciate the values of other elements of a complete and 

perfect knowledge.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-315, ―The liberated eye 
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does not lay undue stress on the perversion and imperfection, but is able to see all 

with a complete love and charity in the heart, a complete understanding in the 

intelligence, a complete equality in the spirit. Finally, it sees the upward urge of 

the striving powers of the Will to be towards Godhead; it respects, welcomes, 

encourages all high manifestations of energy and quality, the flaming tongues of 

the Divinity, the mounting greatnesses of soul and mind and life in their intensities 

uplifted from the levels of the lower nature towards heights of luminous wisdom 

and knowledge, mighty power, strength, capacity, courage, heroism, benignant 

sweetness and ardour and grandeur of love and self-giving, preeminent virtue, 

noble action, captivating beauty and harmony, fine and godlike creation. The eye 

of the spirit sees and marks out the rising godhead of man in the great Vibhuti.‖ 

CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-373-74 

31: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-347, 

32: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-383, 

33: Savitri-446,  

34: The Mother-35, 

35: The Mother‘s Agenda-5/288, 

36: The Gita-2.27, 

37: CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-569, 

38: ―He should not create a division of their understanding in the ignorant who are 

attached to their works; he should set them to all actions, doing them himself with 

knowledge and who are attached to their works; he should set them to all actions, 

doing them himself with knowledge and Yoga.‖ The Gita-3.26, 

39: The Gita-17.15, 

40: ―The Bulletin should be calm and peaceful-not violent. We don‘t want to 

demolish any one. We are merely sort of smoothing the way to make it easier for 

people to travel, nothing else. We need not bring avalanches down on people!‖ 

The Mother‘s Agenda-3/161, 

41: ―If anyone ever wanted to write about me, the first thing I would say is: NOT 

ONE WORD about my personal life—not a word.‖ The Mother‘s Agenda-2/334, 

42: The Gita-4.40 

43: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-385, 

44: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-489, 

45: ―How many times, how many times have I seen that He (Sri Aurobindo) had 

written down my experiences... Because for years and years I didn‘t read Sri 

Aurobindo’s books; it was only before coming here that I too had read The Life 

Divine, The Synthesis of Yoga, and another one, too. For instance, Essays on the 

Gita I had never read, Savitri I had never read, I read it very recently (that is to 

say, some ten years ago, in 1954 or 55). The book Sri Aurobindo on Himself and 

on the Mother I had never read, and when I read it, I realised what He wrote to 

people about me—I had no idea, He had never told me anything about it!...You 

see, there are lots of things that I had said while speaking to people—that I had 

said just like that, because they came (gesture from above) and I would say 
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them—and I realised He had written them. So, naturally, I appeared to be simply 

repeating what He had written—but I had never read it!‖  

The Mother‘s Agenda-6/237, 

46: ―Sri Aurobindo used to say that Frenchifying the English form improved it, 

while on the contrary, anglicizing the French language diminished it. The French 

language is clearer. But it is bit rigid, it needs little suppleness.‖ The Mother‘s 

Agenda-10/417, ―But Sri Aurobindo always told me that French once translated 

makes good English, while English once translated makes poor French. Because 

there is a precision in the language that comes from the translation, but that does 

not exist in natural English.‖ The Mother‘s Agenda/4/215-216, 

47: The Mother‘s Agenda/2/91, 

48: ―The world is moving fast, the world is moving fast, fast, fast—why keeping 

anything?‖ The Mother‘s Agenda/3/347, 

49: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-93, 

50: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1065, 

51: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-185, 

52: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1098, 

53: ―A TEACHING can be profitable only if it is perfectly sincere, that is, if it is 

lived while it is being given, and words often repeated, thoughts expressed 

frequently can no longer be sincere...‖TMCW/Prayers and Meditations-

12.01.1914, 

54: Saviri-74, 

55: ―...I always compare my attitude towards Sri Aurobindo at that time, when it 

was he who, to me, represented the Intermediary...the absolutely pure thing...free 

of all mixture...it is still rare.‖ The Mother, 21
st
 October-1964, The Mother‘s 

Agenda-5/252, 

56: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-86, 

57: ―Into luminous patterns of her soul‘s deep truth,‖ Savitri-356,  

58: The Gita-16.2, 

59: ―It (the outer law of Spiritual community) is a disadvantage to the adult spirit 

ready to transcend the human formula because it is an external standard which 

seeks to impose itself on him from outside, and the condition of his perfection is 

that he shall grow from within and in an increasing freedom, not by the 

suppression but by the transcendence of his perfected individuality, not any longer 

by a law imposed on him that trains and disciplines his members but by the soul 

from within breaking through all previous forms to possess with its light and 

transmute his members.‖ CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-195, 

60: ―Listen, as I had when I came from Japan: I was on the boat, at sea, not 

expecting anything (I was of course busy with the inner life, but I was living 

physically on the boat), when all of a sudden, abruptly, about two nautical miles 

from Pondicherry, the quality, I may even say the physical quality of the 

atmosphere, of the air, changed so much that I knew we were entering the aura of 

Sri Aurobindo. It was a physical experience and I guarantee that whoever has a 
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sufficiently awakened consciousness can feel the same thing.‖ The Mother‘s 

Centenary Works/4/223-24, 

61: The Mother‘s Centenary Works/13/379-380, 

62: ―It (positive equality) will not attach itself only to the known or try to force all 

into its little frame, but will dwell on the known and the unknown with an equal 

mind open to all possibility. So too it will deal with error; it will accept the tangled 

skein of truth and error, but attach itself to no opinion, rather seeking for the 

element of truth behind all opinions, the knowledge concealed within the error, --

for all error is a disfiguration of some misunderstood fragments of truth and 

draws its vitality from that and not from its misapprehension; it will accept, but 

not limit itself even by ascertained truths, but will always be ready for new 

knowledge and seek for a more and more integral, a more and more extended, 

reconciling, unifying wisdom.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-718, ―But even 

in the purely spiritual domain, there are experiences which are partial and, 

however attractive, only receive their full validity, significance or right application 

when we can advance to a fuller experience. And there are others which are in 

themselves quite valid and full and absolute, but if we confine ourselves to them, 

will prevent other sides of the spiritual truth from manifestation and mutilate the 

integrality of the Yoga.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-779, “The liberated 

eye does not lay undue stress on the perversion and imperfection, but is able to 

see all with a complete love and charity in the heart, a complete understanding in 

the intelligence, a complete equality in the spirit.‖ CWSA/19/ Essays on the Gita-

373-74, 

63: ―The great forms or bodies of the Divine are revealed through which he 

manifests his living presence to us and we can more easily by their means 

intimately know, adore and give ourselves to him and enter into the different 

lokas, worlds of his habitation and presence, where we can live in the light  of 

his being. His word, command, Adesha, presence, touch, guidance can come to us 

through our spiritualised psychic consciousness and, as a subtly concrete means 

of transmission from the spirit, it can give us a close communication and nearness 

to him through all our psychic senses.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-879-80 

64: ―The supermind in its completeness reverses the whole order of the mind’s 

thinking. It lives not in the phenomenal, but in the essential, in the self, and sees 

all as being of the self and its power and form and movement, and all the thought 

and the process of the thought in the supermind must also be of that character. All 

its fundamental ideation is a rendering of the spiritual knowledge that acts by 

identity with all being and of the Supramental vision.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of 

Yoga-844, 

65:  ―Sanskrit is better. Sanskrit is a much fuller and subtler language, so it‘s 

probably much better. But these modern languages are so artificial (by this, I mean 

superficial, intellectual); they cut things up into little pieces and remove the light 

behind.  
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I also read On the Veda where Sri Aurobindo speaks of the difference between 

the modern mind and the ancient mind; and it‘s quite obvious, especially from the 

linguistic point of view. Sanskrit was certainly much more fluid, a better 

instrument for a more ... global, more comprehensive light, a light containing more 

things within itself.  

In these modern languages, it‘s as if things are passed through a sieve and 

broken up into separate little bits, so then you have all the work of putting them 

back together. And something is always lost.  

But I even doubt that the modern mind, built as it now is, would be able to 

know Sanskrit in this way. I think they are cutting up Sanskrit as well, out of habit.  

We need a new language.  

We need to make a new language.  

Not some kind of esperanto! – but sounds springing straight from above.  

The SOUND must be captured. There must be one sound at the origin of all 

language ... And then, to capture it and project it. To make it vibrate ... because it 

doesn‘t vibrate in the same way here as it does above.  

That would be an interesting work.  

The words must have a power – an expressive power. Yes, they should carry 

the meaning in themselves!‖ The Mother‘s Agenda-8
th

 October 1960, 

66: ―The Supermind had descended long ago—very long ago—into the mind and 

even into the vital: it was working in the physical also but indirectly through those 

intermediaries. The question was about the direct action of the Supermind in the 

physical. Sri Aurobindo said it could be possible only if the physical mind 

received the supramental light: the physical mind was the instrument for direct 

action upon the most material. This physical mind receiving the supramental light 

Sri Aurobindo called the Mind of Light… As soon as Sri Aurobindo withdrew 

from his body, what he has called the Mind of Light got realised in me.‖ 29 June 

1953/The Mother/The Mother‘s Centenary Works/13/62-63, 

67: ―And if I (Savitri) linger, Time is ours and God‘s, 

And if I fall (Spiritually), is not his hand near mine?  

All is a single plan; each wayside act 

Deepens the soul‘s response, brings nearer the goal.‖ Savitri-636, 

68: The Mother‘s Agenda-1/170, 

69: The Mother‘s Agenda-1/172, 

70: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-268, 

71: ―Outcast from empire of the outer light, 

Lost to the comradeship of seeing men,  

He (Dyumatsena) sojourns in two solitudes, within  

And in the solemn rustle of the woods.‖ Savitri-403, 

Death said: (First boon offered by Death) 

―Indulgent to the dreams my touch shall break, 

I yield to his blind father‘s longing heart 

Kingdom and power and friends and greatness lost 
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And royal trappings for his peaceful age, 

The pallid pomps of man‘s declining days,  

The silvered decadent glories of life‘s fall.  

To one who wiser grew by adverse Fate, 

Goods I restore the deluded soul prefers  

To impersonal nothingness‘s bare sublime. 

The sensuous solace of the light I give 

To eyes which could have found a larger realm,  

A deeper vision in their fathomless night. 

For that this man desired and asked in vain  

While still he lived on earth and cherished hope.  

Back from the grandeur of my perilous realms  

Go, mortal, to thy small permitted sphere! 

Hasten swift-footed, lest to slay thy life 

The great laws thou hast violated, moved,  

Open at last on thee their marble eyes.‖ Savitri-589 

72: Death said: (Second boon offered by Death) 

―I give to thee, saved from death and poignant fate  

Whatever once the living Satyavan  

Desired in his heart for Savitri. 

Bright noons I give thee and unwounded dawns, 

Daughters of thy own shape in heart and mind,  

Fair hero sons and sweetness undisturbed  

Of union with thy husband dear and true.  

And thou shalt harvest in thy joyful house  

Felicity of thy surrounded eves. 

Love shall bind by thee many gathered hearts. 

The opposite sweetness in thy days shall meet 

Of tender service to thy life‘s desired  

And loving empire over all thy loved,  

Two poles of bliss made one, O Savitri.  

Return, O child, to thy forsaken earth.‖ Savitri-636-37 

But Savitri replied, ―Thy gifts resist. 

Earth cannot flower if lonely I return.‖ Savitri-637 

73: The third boon offered by Death 

―If heavens there are whose gates are shut to grief, 

There seek the joy thou couldst not find on earth; 

Or in the imperishable hemisphere 

Where Light is native and Delight is king 

And Spirit is the deathless ground of things,  

Choose thy high station, child of Eternity. 

If thou art Spirit and Nature is thy robe, 

Cast off thy garb and be thy naked self  
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Immutable in its undying truth,  

Alone for ever in the mute Alone. 

Turn then to God, for him leave all behind;  

Forgetting love, forgetting Satyavan,  

Annul thyself in his immobile peace. 

O soul, drown in his still beatitude. 

For thou must die to thyself to reach God‘s height:  

I, Death, am the gate of immortality.‖ Savitri-647 

Answer given by Savitri: 

―Offer, O King, thy boons to tired spirits 

And hearts that could not bear the wounds of Time, 

Let those who were tied to body and to mind,  

Tear off those bonds and flee into white calm  

Crying for a refuge from the play of God. 

Surely thy boons are great since thou art He!  

But how shall I seek rest in endless peace 

Who house the mighty Mother‘s violent force, 

Her vision turned to read the enigmaed world, 

Her will tempered in the blaze of Wisdom‘s sun  

And the flaming silence of her heart of love?‖ Savitri-647-48 

74: Death said: ―… O human claimant to immortality,  

Reveal thy power, lay bare thy spirit‘s force,  

Then will I give back to thee Satyavan. (fourth and last boon) 

Or if the Mighty Mother is with thee, 

Show me her face that I may worship her; 

Let deathless eyes look into the eyes of Death,  

An imperishable Force touching brute things  

Transform earth‘s death into immortal life.  

Then can thy dead return to thee and live.‖ Savitri-663-664 

75: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-268 

76: ―And this bond between you and me is never cut. There are people who left 

the Ashram a long time ago, in a state of revolt, and yet I continue to know them 

and take care of them. You are never abandoned... In truth I feel responsible for 

everyone, even for people I have met for only one second in my life.‖ The 

Mother/The Mother‘s Agenda-1/117,  

77: Savitri-74 
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